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A survey of commercially-available gas turbine, spark and compressioll ignition 
engines was conducted to evaluate their eurrent and future relative suitability for the 
Department of Defense unmanned aerial vehicle short and close range progmm. The 
effects on performance associaled with reducing gas turbine engine size from full scale 
to unmanned aerial vehicle dimensions were examined. A small turbo-jet engine 
(produced in France for remotely piloted vehicles) was procured in order to evaluate 
what levels of perfomlance, power and endurance potential are currently achieved in 
commerciaUy-avai lable small engines. An engine test rig was designed and built to 
conduct performancc tests. The engine was installed, imtnunented and operated 
successfully through a series of five to eight minute tests. Selected measurements from 
the test stand were entered into an enginc perfonnance code in order \0 establish what 
component efficiencies and cycle parameters werc requircd for the code to output the 
mea~ured values of specific thrust and specific fud consumption. With realistic 
componcnt efficiencies thus detemJinoo, they could be used to compare gas turbine 
engine performance with that of other small-scale propulsion systems. 
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The Unmanned Aerial Vehide (VAY) is a proven military concept, as was 
shown as recently as in the 1991 Gulf War; however, it's full potential has yet to be 
explored. The Department ofDdcnse (000) has been, and currently is investiug in the 
concept and charges specific agencies with the responsibility for advancing technology 
in this area. Currently. the VAV Joint Projects Office (VA V IPO) coordinates with the 
Defense Airbome RecOimaissance Office (OARO) for funding oversight of all non-
lethal VA V projects. [Ref. I] The Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) of the 
000 is also involved in the funding process of research projects for UAY's. The 
present study was funded partially by the VA V Joint Projects Office . The purpose wa~ 
to examine the potential application of gas turbine engines to UA V's. The study was 
stimulated by recent commercial developments in very small gas turbine engines. 
Until recently, the area ofUAV propUlsion has been left relatively Wlexplored 
compared to the larger scale propUlsion systems currently used in manned flight 
vehicles. As avionics and control system technologies continue to advance, the 
propulsion area will have to advance also to extend the overall UAV system 
capabili ties. Currently in tile operational commands of the services, the propulsion 
needs of the close and short range UAV missions have been met with reciprocating 
engines. Two reasons for this engine selection is its relatively low fuel consumption 
and high value of powcr-to-weight. ·Ibese rum specifications are critical for the 
currently predominant U A V mission which is to provide real-time recommissance, 
surveillance and target acquisition support 
Sevl;.":ral propulsion systems of various types are currently under development as 
part ofirIDovative research programs. These involve a \vide speetnun of initiatives 
including Diesel engines and gas-turbine variants. The 000 has recently shown interest 
in moving a\',:ay from gasoline engines to standardize on heavier, safer fuels such as 
kerosene, Heavy fuel is now a requirement for most exploratory development projects 
[Ref 2]. Because oflhe aerodynamic and machine design problems inherent in scaling 
down gas turbines and the poor performance associated with small-scale, their use in 
UAV's initially appeared to be less than promising. However; extremely small (less 
than 20 lbs thrust) turbojet engines have recently been marketed successfully, and a 
new assessment needs to be made. 
Over 40 years ago, turhojets and turboprops began to replace reciprocating 
engines in commercial and military aircraft because of their performance, reliability and 
maintainability. This evolutionary process may be occurring again in UA V propulsion. 
rhe turbojet is not able to compete with piston-driven engines when it comes to fuel 
efficiency. As was done in the past in larger engines, incorporating a power turbine intu 
the small turbojet leads to the possibility of small turboprops approaching piston-
engine fuel economy but \\ith much better reliability and serviceability. [Ref I] 
In the present study, first a limited survey was conducted to determine the slate 
of the art in UAV propulsion. Performance specifications on specific engines were 
collected to determine trends in siz.e, weight, power and fuel efficiency. A lPX-240 
microturbine was procured in order to detennine first hand what design parameters the 
manufacturer was able to achieve v,.ith a propulsion system of this size. The lPX-240 
engine, which was developed and produced in France, was the only microturbine 
commercially available in its size. An engine test rig was designed and built to conduct 
a static perfonnanee evaluation of the JPX-240. The engine wa<; operated successfully 
over a period of several weeks. Data were collected once the test apparatus was fully 
instrumented and operationally verified. 
Concurrently, a review ofavailablc engine perfomlance codes was conducted to 
detcnnine which would most accurately model the engine test conditions. Program 
GA,~TURB was found to reproduce the measured engine performance well when 
conditions for the test were input and specific selections of component eftkiencies were 
made. Ii was concluded that the code, with component efficiencies now known to be 
realistic, could be used to project the potential perfonnance ofsmali turboprop engines 
for UAV applications 

II. POTENTIAL UAV PROPULSION SYSTEMS 
To meet the UAV mission needs, propulsion research and development (R&D) 
efforts are focused on keeping the engine size and fuel consumption rate down while 
maintaining a high power-to-weight ratio. This goal has been the motivation of large 
engine manufacturers for m<my years_ Maintenance, reliahility and COS! are also 
important considerations for engine designers and thes!;.': factors must also be taken into 
consideration when scaling down 
Four different engine types wt:re examined; namely, spark ignition, 
(;ornpression ignition, rotary and gas turbine. Propulsion systems that currently power 
manned-flight vehicles were examined as a start for the survey. Tnfonnation on various 
types of engines that arc currently in use for manned and umanned air \'chicles were 
obtained from various publications and engine manufacturers. Drone engines alld 
Auxiliary Power Units were also considtTed to be potential systems for UAV's. The 
majority of the data on engine types was found to be in thc reciprocating and gll!; turbine 
categories. Rotary and diesel engines were available commercially for flight vehicles 
but the data avai lable wert: fcw .. \1oreover, their reliability, maintenam.:e and powcr-to-
weight ratios have not competed well in the past with other types 
A. PERFORMANCE OF DIFFERENT ENGINES 
The specifi( fuel consumption and asso(iated range capability ofre(ipnx:ating 
and turbojet engines are compared in Figures 1 and 2 resplxivcly . While thc 
(omparison is shown for high perfonnance aircraft, the principles are the same for all 
flight vehicles. Reciprocating engines realize their best propulsive efficiency at much 
lowcr flight speeds, thus obtaining better fuel consumption than the turbojet. Not until 
the turbojet flics at the higher flight speeds call it match and excccd the reciproca ting 
illll ~; ; --:z I! :: ,-1 __ ~ ___ ~ 
Figure I Specific Fuel Consumption Comparison After Ref [3] 
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Figure 2 Specific Range Comparison After Ref [3) 
engine in specific range. This is due to its improved propulsive efficiency at higher 
flightspcoos 
The thrust power available from reciprocating and turboprop engines at 
increasing airspeeds are compared in Figures 3 and 4. These figures show some of the 
advantages turboprops have over reciprocating engines. As can be seen, the Illrboprop 
performance exceeds that of comparable reciprocating engines from the lowest speeds. 
Not only is thrust produced by the engine exhaust nodes, there is much less drag 
associated with the air intake and engine cross-sectional profile 
An extensivl: sl:arch for performance information on small gas turbine engines 
(microturbines) for flight vehicles was conducted. Janes ' [Ref. 4] and A W&ST [Rd. 5) 
provided little information on engines in the 700 Ih thmst class and below 
subsequently, manufacturers were consulted directly. Most of the larger aircraft engine 
manufacturers in the U. S. and Europe had not viewl:d these smaller engines as 
profitable in the past; consequently, little R&D went into them. Most gas turbine 
engines in this class were developed for target drones and remote-control model 
enthusiasts. Data for the specifIC fuel consumption (SFC) of small rurbojet engines in 
this low thmst category are shown in Figure 5. A trend evident in the fIgure is the 
increasl: in SFC with decrease in engine thrust. Thl:re are many reasons for this . but 
most importantly, the aerodynamics of the very small components in these engines are 
im:vitably accompanied by sizable losses. 
Providing a reference for direct comparison in performance between turboprop 
and reciprocating engines is diflicult. Most manufacturers of reciprocating engines 
publish a brake-mean-effeetive pressure (bmep) as a measure of performance of the 
cycle itself. Brake specific fuel consumption (BSFC)'s are soml:times given, but again, 
it is not conventionally used as II primary perfonnanee measurement. However, a 
turboprop's perfoonance is measured in (BSFC). A comprehensive survey of engine 
manufacturers was conducted by Dev [Ref. 6]. He fOlUld the reciprocating engines in 
the horsepower range of approximately 400 and below achieved BSFC' s in the range 
roo 000 
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Figure 3 Performance Comparison, Reciprocating Engine Afkr Ref [31 
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Figure 4 Performance Comparison, Turho-prop After Ref (3] 
of 0.5 to 1.0 lb/hp/hr. As indicated by aircraft engine compan), M-DOT Inc. [Ref2: p 
4!l], manufacturers of small turboprops believe that they must achieve BSFC in the 
rdllge of 0.5 to 0.6Iblhp/hr before these engines will be acceptable. 
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Figure 5 Turbojet Summary 
Data for small turbo-shaft engines are given in Figure 6. The observable- trend 
here is that the turbo-shaft engines are heading toward the BSFC's of the reciprocating 
engine for roughly the same horsepower. A.n additional problem presents itself with 
small turbo-prop engines. Tile small reduction gear-box: must handle the tasks of 
reducing a very high engine RPM to the relatively low RPM for a propeller, sti ll be light 
weight and have a reasonable t1uigue life. All are significant challenges 
0.6 0.6 
I SFC IblhP-hrl 
Figure 6 Turboprop Summary 
B. CONSIDERATIONS IN SCALING OOWN 
1. Reciprocating, Spark Ignition Engines 
Both two-stroke and four-stroke engines have been considered. Four-stroke 
engines arc typically more fuel efficient than two-stroke engines. The additional strokes 
in the cycle allow engines greater charge retent ion and purity, and thus higher thennal 
efficiency. The disadvantage of four-stroke engines whcn compared to two-stroke 
engines is the lower power-to-weight ratios. Thc two-stroke cycle theoretically 
provides t""ice thc power per cycle that the four-stroke cycle provides, for an engine of 
the same size and revolutions per minute (RPM) . This potential b not reali7.cd in 
practice due to the poorer scavenging in the two-stroh cycle, which can result in losses 
of up to 40 %. [Ref. 3 & 7J Increasing RPM is a \\~J.y of increasing power in both 
cycles. Huwever, increasing the rale of power strokes tends 10 cause excessive heating 
of the engine parts and can cause breakdown of the lubrication and therefore reduced 
life. When scaling-dov.'Il engines, the scavenging process becomes disproportionately 
10 
less dficient, and power drops offas wcll . Howcvl;.':r, :hc advantages ofthe two-stroke 
engine outweigh the disadvantages; thus it has been preferred to date in UAV's. 
There are many more factors that affect reciprocating-engine performance such 
as carburation, fuel injection, timing and exhaust blowback, but the smaller the scale 
of the engine, the more difficult it becomes to improve its efficiem;y and performance 
Cycle augmentation methods have been pursued such as turbocharging and 
incorporating heat exchangers, but there is always a compromise with weight One 
promising development area for these engine types is ceramics. The greater heat 
retention, higher strength and lower weight of ceramics is likely to playa major role in 
the future 
2. Diesel Engines 
Difficulty is experienced in scaling dov.TJ Diesel engines to reasunable weights 
for use in UAV's. Most compression-ignition engines rely on compressing the air illllil 
the end ofthe compression stroke is reached, at which time fuel is injected into the 
cylinder. Due 10 the very high tcmpl;.':ratures reached after compression, the fuel-air 
mixture automatically ignites. Very high peak pressures usually occur in this process so 
that heavy, high strength cylinder heads arc required, resulting in low power-to-weight 
ratios. 
Ibere are additiunal drawbacks that must be overcomc before diesels are 
acceptable for the UAV. Problems in exhaust emissions occur in diesel engines when 
the fue l-air mixture barely surpasses the chemically correct ratio. "Black smoke" is 
easily produced which is undesirable in tactical air vehicles. Othcr factors affecting the 
performance of the compression ignition engine include injection timing, timing of 
valves and ports, bluw-down and pillnping losses. (Ref 3 &71 
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3. Rotary Engines 
Rotary engines havt: bt:en used in manned flight vehicles in the past, but not to 
any largc extent. Thc main reason has becn lower reliability and lower power-to-weight 
ratios. These engines have not competed well with reciprocating and gas turbine 
engines for these reasons. Teledyne Continental's OR-l S Wankel engine for UA V's is 
one ofthe few that arc available. The engine produces 45 hp at 7500 RPl'vl (501bs dry 
wcight). It 's power-to-weight ratio is less than unity, whereas n .. -ciprocating and gas 
turbine cngines typically excecd unity .. [Ref. 8 J 
4.. Gas Turbine Engines 
Very small gas turbine engines were not available commercially until very 
recently. Today, various models arc available to the remote-control aircraft modeler 
With advances in technology, microturbines are heeoming commercially competitive as 
evidenced by advenising in the rt:mote-control modeling literature and, more 
noticeably, in the nwnber of engine manufacturers competing for DARO contracts 
The major reason for the delay in microturbines arriving in commercial markets was the 
difficulty in achicving acceptable performance whcn scaling down to drone or UA V 
size. Reasons for poorer pcrfomlance in smallcr scales inelude thc following; 
• Reynolds Number Fffects. The aerodynamic performance of hlading suffers 
greatly when scaling down. At the lowcr Rcynolds numbers associated with 
small scale, higher coefficients of friction occur, which result in lower 
componcnt efficiencies. 
• I aroer Relative Tjp Clearances In turbomachinery systems, the minimum 
operating tip clearance is almost an absolute amount. Thc ratio of tip 
clearanec to the span of the blade is then much greater in smaller than in full-
seale engines, resulting in proponionately greakr losses 
• lower Cvcle pressnre Ratjos. Centrifugal compressors arc favorcd in 
smaller gas turbines hecause ofthe higher pressure ratios that can be 
achieved in single rotor The drawback is that the centrifugal compressor 
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cffi(;iency is relatively low above ratios of6 or 7 duc largely to friction and 
tip clearancc losses. To achieve the higher pressure ratios thatarl: llel:ded, a 
combination of centrifugals, axial and centrifugal, or purely axial 
compressors is required. In axial compressors, thl: blade passagl: arca 
decreases from the front ofthe compressor to the rear, and blades must be 
reduced in height. \Vhen reducing the compressor size, these blades hecome 
extremely small. Because high cycle pressurl: ratios lead to vanishing by 
small blade heights, lower pressure ratios are inevitahle. [Ref. 6 & 9J 
• Lower peak Cycle TemperaDlres. In larger engines, the turhine blades are 
cooled using various methods. A common technique is to pump bleed air 
through pa~sages inside the blades. Microturhines cannot accommodate this 
type of cooling because their small size. For this reason small engires arc 
limited to lowl:r peak cycle temperatures. [Ref. 6 & 9] 
• Djfficllltv of Manufacturing. Because microturbine blading is so small , 
tighter tolerances are required during manufacture to achiew the saml: 
precision in acrodynamic shaping . TIlls results in highcr costs. 
An increase in the thennal efficiency of the gas turbine cycle means a decrease 
in the specific fuel consumption. Engines that are ba~ed on the recuperated gas turhine 
cyclc can have much lower SFC than the basic gas turbine engine. Recuperation 
involves passing high temperature turhine exit air through a heat exchanger in order to 
recover the energy by raising the temperature of the air leaving the compressor. Heat-
exchanger efficiencies are typically in the 0.7 to 0.8 range. h has been shown by cycle 
analysis that cycle pressure ratios for the recuperated enginl: should be much lower than 
those required for the non-recuperated cnginc. Application of recuperation in fl ight 
engines requires the development of light and effeclive heat exchangers. Rl."Cuperation 
in very smal l gas turbines would relieve the requirement of achieving very high pressure 
ratios with very small components 
13 
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III. PERFORMANCE CODES 
To model the JPX-240 performance c)'cle, four programs available at the Naval 
Postgraduate School for engine-cyde analysis were re\iewed for capability and 
ac(;uracy_ The results of this review are discussed below, followed by a comparison 
between the four codes using the same design limitations as inputs 
A. THERMOWARE 
Thermoware was written at Stanford Uniwrsity by Professor R.H. Eustis 
1. Assumptions 
Working fluid is treated as an ·'ideal gas" with constant specific heals 
Steady flow of working fluid and no transient effects 
• Changes in kinetic and IXltentiai energy are negligible for compressors, 
expanders and heal exchangers 
2. Capahilities 
• Handles all gas turbine types 
• Evaluates cycles with single or multiple components 
• Regenerative cycle to evaluate regenerator effectiveness 
3. Limitations 
No 'off-design' capabil ity 
Docs not consider cooling air, bleed air, power takeoff 
• Cannot vary lower heating valu<::s 
• Inlet. burner and nozzle losses are not <:onsidered 
• Cannot iterate on variables 
• Spccific hcats are <:onstant through the cycle 
4. Oulput tledhility 
• Result of cyck output to scr<::<::n only, not to data file 
• Ploning routine incorporated but to screen only 
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B. ONx/OFFX VERSION 2.1 
This engine performance code was written by Jack D. Mattingly The code was 
developed for use with an aircraft engine dcsign text. [Ref. 10J 
1. Assumptions 
• Flow is steady on average 
• Flow is one dimensional at the entry and exit of each component 
• Fluid behaves as <I calorically perfect gas with constant specific heats 
2. Capabilities 
OtT-design can be calculated 
Can select turbojet with and withoul afterburner, 'turbofan, 'turboprop ' and 
' ramjet' 
• Values of Cp, Cv, gamma and R can change across burner, mixer and 
afterburner 
• Bleed air, cooling air and bypass ratio arc inputs 
Lower heating value is an input 
Perfect gas constants are inputS 
• Componcnt figures of merit arc inputs 
• Iterates Mach #, m<IXimum temperalure leaving main burner, compressor 
ratio, fan pn::ssure ratio and bypass ratio 
3. Limilations 
No n::gl:nerative cycle analysis capability 
Specific heats are constant 
4. Output flexibility 
No plotting capability 
Results can he outpnt to the screen or to a data file 
c. ENGINE 
Engine was written by A. Mathur tor the Naval Postgraduate School [Ref. III 
It is a performancl: code that calculates the cycle for a mixed-exhaust, nvo-spool, 
cooled, afterburn.ing turbofan engine v.ith and withont a wave-rotor component. 
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I. Assumptions 
• Flow considered steady on average 
• Fluid treated as "half-perfcct gas" 
• Specill(; heats are functions of temperature, expressed as polynomials. 
Cooling air is taken from high pressure compressor to high pressun:: turbine 
No cooling is provided for the low pressure turbine 
• The engine is assumed to have a variable area converging/diverging nozzle 
with complete expansion. 
2. Capabilities 
• Can iterate all variables 
• Variable specific heals (gives greater acwracy) 
• Input component efficiencies, pressure losses across burner and mixer, lower 
heating value 
• Enthalpy of fue l is considered 
3. Limitations 
• No regenerative cycle capability 
• Turbojet and turbofan only 
4. Output flexibility 
• No plotting capability 
• As it stands, cannot write data to a file 
D. GASTURB 
GaslUrh was written at MTU in Germany as a prog'dIll. to calculate design and 
off-design perfonnance of gas-turbines [Ref. 12]. The program models most features 
which are present in gas turbine engines and is ca:refullo include the effects of varying 
specific heats. 
I. Assumptions 
Working fluid is asslmled to behave as a "half-ideal gas" 
Cp is (for air or air and combustion products alike) only a function of 
temperature. lThis is a very good approximation to reality for the op;..->rating 
range of gas-turbines] 
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2. Capabilities 
• Calculates off~dcsign perfonnance 
• Po\ver takeoff. cooling air, bleed air and bypass air are inputs 
• Parametric studies: single point calculation, iterate on a variable, effects on 
a cycle. serics of cycles and optimization 
• Design choices - same as Oi\rx 
3. Limitations 
• No regenerative cycle capability 
• Lower heating value is fixed at 1 &,530 llTUllbm 
4. Output flexibility 
• St:nds data to the screen, or to a tile 
• Can send plo ts to an HI' printer only 
• Can save plots as HPGL fi le for import to word processor software 
E. COM PARA TIVE STUDY 
To compare the predictions of the four codes, a test case ofa simple turbojet 
was conducted with the inputs shown in Table 1. No blet:d air, power take-off or 
cooling air were allowed, and where some programs have addit ional pressure ratio and 
efficiency inputs, they were set to llllity to provide equal conditions for each program 
' '" ", ' I", ;, 0 .... ' ,' , :":', 
Mach, 00 ITO 5 I mf fuol flow rut< 
To 519degR 
"' 
0.80 F Thrust 
Po 14.7 psi 
"' 
0.85 Flmo Specific lbrust 
"b 0.98 SFC Specific Fuel 
It, 1900 oR Consumption 
Air Flow Rate-I .25 Ibm/sec 
LHV - 18,530 llTU/lbm 
Table 1 Input and Output Parameters m Code Comparahve Study 
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The results obtaimxl arc shown in Table 2. The results indicate thai higher SFCs were 







Tablc 2 Performance Code Output 
F. REGENERATIVE CYCLE ANALYSIS 
54.90 57.93 
0.724 0.937 
Regenerative cycles have been identified as a possible option to increase themml 
efficiency, thereby reducing fuel consumption [Ref. 2]. To develop an understanding of 
the benefits that the regenerative cycle can provide, a series of "engines" were 
calculated using the engine cycle analysis progrd.II1, Thermoware. The turbojet cycle 
option was used to generate a performance map. A similar performance plot wa~ 
eomtructed using the regenerative turbojct cycle option. Efficiencies input into the 
program were arbitrarily chosen. 
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Figures 7 and & art': plots of engine performance calculated for six compressor 
pre~sure ratio~ (Prat) at six different maximum combustion chamber temperatures (also 
referred to as Turhine Inlet Temperature CIT!)). Figure 7 shows the pure turbo-jet cycle 
performance, Several trends are apparent: 
• The net work and thermal efficiency increase as the turbine inlet temperature 
(TIT) increases, 
• The maximum work is not necessarily at the point of maximum thermal 
efficiency 
• There is an optimum Prat at a given TIT that provides the most work 
• As TIT increases, the Prat for maximum net work decreases 
It wa~ observed that the results given in Figure 7 were in reasonahle agreement 
'with those given by Boyce (Ref. 9: P. J'i] 
Figure 8 shows the regenerative cycle performance. The trends are similar to 
those of the turbojet; however, some additional trends are evident: 
• Tbe thermal efficiem;y is notably increa"ed 
• As TIT increase~, Prat for maximum net work increases 
Again, the resul ts in Figure 8 were in reasonahle agreement with those given by Boyce 
[Ref. 9: P,3&1- Figure 9 shows a comparison betwecn the two cycles at three pressure 
ratios. 'Ibcsc data werc extracted from Figures 7 and 8 to provide a picttlfe of the 
differences betv·:een the cycles. The trends are listed below 
• As Prat increases, the thermal efficiency benefit of regeneration decreases. 
• The greatest increase in thermal efficiency is at a Prat of2.5; therefore, the 
greatest benefits from regeneration for a given TIT occurs at low pressure 
ratio. 
• TIT provides the greatest thermal efficiency increase at the lowest pressure 
ratios. 
• Thermal efficiency levels off a~ Prat and TIT become large 
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Performance Map - Turbo-jet ~I 
40 ; Turbine Efflciency=0.87 
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Figure 7 Turbo-jet Cycle Results 
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In summary, the regenerative cycle provides the benefit of giving better cycle 
efficiency at lower pressure ratios willi a minimal change in net work This is highly 
desirable for a small engine for a mission that requires long ranges or loiter times 
50 - IllCfea si"9 Turbine ln~Temp 
~.r j; I~--~~ ~ 20 _ 0 . . ~ G'=,,7:',,""b;o:::-, wC;;;'c=,g,=,,:::"C;;:;,oc". 6" 5 p" J u ~ ._v _x-:<- >;- -y ··+··Gaslurbme-S.5Prat ts 15 ~ , ~ x" I Gaslurbinewlregeneralor·2.5Pral 
10 - ·· 'k · ·Gaslurbme·2_5Pral 
5 + ~ g:~ :~~g:~: ~~r;~e;~~IOr - 15.5 Pra! 
0 ---
00 50.0 100_0 
Net Work (BTUllbm) I 
Figure 9 Recuperated Turbo-jet l·S Purt Turbo-jet 
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IV. ENGINE TEST PROGRAM 
A. JPX-240 MICROTURBINE 
The JPX-240 was, at the time this research began, the smallest of a family of 
microttrrbinc engines produced by JPX in France. JPX targeted the remote-control 
mooel industry as the primary customer for the engine. Although olher engine 
manufacturers were involved in research and development 10 pruduce microturbines, 
the JPX-240 was the only engine that was commercially available in this range of very 











length - 13.18 in, diameter 4.56 in 
3.751bs 
Liquid propane 
8.83 Ibfthrusl@ 120,000 RPM 
SFC = 1.8061b/l bf-hr 
Single stage, light alloy, centrifugal 
Special refractory alloy, single radial intlow mrbine rotor 
Self-feeding oil lubricating system 
high-speed, high precision, ceramic-ball bearings 
Single spark and COl ignition system 
Compressed air 
Table 3 JPX-240 Specifications After Ref, [13[ 
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B. TEST APPARATUS 
An engine test apparatus was designed and installed in the Gas Dynamics 
Laboratory (Bldg. 216) at the Naval Postgraduate School. The apparatus is shown in 
figures 10 and 11. Detailed drawings are given in Appendix A 
Figure 10 Engine Tcst Rig Schematic 
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Figurc II Enginc Test Apparatus 
A 66 inch x- 4 inch T-bearn was welded to an anaclunent plate which was boltl:d 
to the northeast wall inilldg. 216. A II. in<.;h ho le was drilkr.! through ihe reinforced 
cOllerete wali to acconunodate an outlet duct for the engine exhaust gas_ Thl;': engint: 
was hung from the I-beam by a spacer, thrust heam and cradle , also shown in Appendix-
A. A panition was pla<.;ed between the data acquisition area and the test rig a ~ a s<lfety 
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c. INSTRUMENTATION 
Air Flow Rate Measurement 
A bellmouth assembly was designed and implemented in accordance with 
A.S,M .E. Power Test Codes [Ref. 141 as shown in Figure 12. The design value of the 
flow coefficient was 0.995, based on the Reynolds number ufthe flow. Four statie-
pressure ports (P pon) spaced at 90 degrees, were drilled into the throat of the hellmuuth 
as shown in Appendix A, These four pressures and incoming stagnation or amhient 
pressure (P ,n,b), were sensed and recorded using a Seanivalve Zero Operate and 
Calibrate (ZOC) pressure system. The incoming stagnation lcmperatun: (Tar.,") was 
taken to be ambient, and the flow rate wa.~ calculated using Equation Iwith the 
fo llowing variables defined 
Al>ellmOH!h = area orthe bcllmouth throat 
Y = net expansion factor for square-edged orifices 
C = coefficient of discharge 
F = velocity of approach factor, ~' whcre P (diD) is the ratiu of 
hellmouth throat diamcter to the inlet diameter. In this case, 0 »d 
FA"" factor to account for thermal expansion of primary element 
R ~· specific gas constant 
Equation 1 Mass Flow Rate From Ref. [14/ 
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The values given below were used in the mass flow equation. The values lak!;" intu 
account the material and geometry urlhe hellmouth and compressibi lity o[ lhe air. 
Q -O CF - 0.995 FA 1.0 Y = 1.0 
Figure 12 Bellmouth Assembly 
2. Fuel Flow-Rate Measurement 
ru enahle the on-line measurement ofthe tilel flow-rate tu the engine, a very 
sensitive, low-flow meter was installed. The meter was designed fo r a linear range of 
.008 to .08 gpm. The now meter was ajewclcd-bcaring, paddl e-wheel type that 
provided a frequency signal to the data acquisition system through a charge amplifier 
The meter is shown in Figure 13. 
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Figure 13 Fuel-Flow Meter 
To provide redundancy in measurement, and to verify the calibration of the 
fuel-flow meter on-line, a simple strain-gagc bcam apparatus (with Wheatstone bridge) 
was installed to measure the v.'cight uf the fuel tank, as shown in Figure 14. The beam 
was calibrated and the results are given in Appendix 131. The data acquisition system 
sampled the strain-gage output voltage (thus the weight of the fuel tank), over pre-set 
intervals of t ime while the throttle was constant. This provided (he most accurate and 
repealable method tor obtaining thc fuel-flow ratc. 
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Figure 14 Fuel Flow Strain-Gage Beam 
3. Thrust 
The thrust was measured by the detlection in an I I-inch strain-gaged beam from 
which thc engine was suspended. The arrangement is sho\'o'n in Figure 15. Four strain 
gages were applied (two on each side) to provide inaxinullII scnsitivity (for aco.:uracy) 
and temperature compensation. The leads were cormected to a signa! conditioner in the 
data acquisition system. The beam was calibrated by hanging weights and results arc 
given in Appendix 82 
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FigUl-c 15 Thrust Rcam 
4_ No:ule-Exit Temperature and Pressure 
The stagnation temperature and pressure were measured at the exit of the tail 
pipe using a commercial, United Sensor P-T probe as shown in Figure 16. The 
temperature measurement was not connected to the data acquisition but was recorded 
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manually using a digital meter. The thermocouple WilS a J-type, allowi ng accurate 
temperature measurement up to 760 Deg. Celsius, which WilS above the temperature 
expected in the exhaust. The exit total pressure, from the Kid-type senSOL was 
recorded using the Seanivalve ZOC pressure sCaJUling system. The prol~ was located 3 
inches downstream of the nozzle exit plane. (The nozzle exit diameter WilS 1.42 inches). 
The pressure sensor was 0.1 inches above centerline. The kmperature sensor was O.OR 
inches below centerline. The prohe was held fixed throughout the test progfilm 
Figure 16 Temperature and Pressure Probe 
JI 
5. .JPX Pressure Gage 
The manufacturer of the JPX-240 provided a pressure gage (0-1.6 bars) to 
<:ontrol the operation of the engim:: . The gage was connected to an engine presslUe port 
by flex ible tUbing. The pressure port sensed thc static pressure between the impeller 
and the diffuser in the compressor section. The gagc allowed verification of the idling 
and maximum pressure. Table 4 was provided by the manufacturer as a guide to start 
and operate the engine through its full range of RPM No other measurement of RPM 
was made in the present program 
0.4 
0.5 83,000 
0 .6 92,000 
0.7 95,000 
- - 0.8 102,000 
0.9 105,000 
1.0 110,000 
1.1 11 2,000 
1. 15 \\5,000 
Table 4 JPX Engine Operation Guide After Ref. [13] 
D. DATA ACQUISITION 
A schemati<: and a photograph of the data acquisition system are shown in 
figures 17 and 18 respectively. The HP 9000 Series 300 workstation was used to 
control two data acquisition systems, and to store ami pro<:css the data. 
All ffil;::asurcments other than pressures were scanned using instruments 
addressl;::d through the HP-1B (TEEE-488) bus . The strain-gage read ings were scanned 
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using an TIP 3497A Data Acquisition/Control Unit onto a HP digita l multjme~er. The 
fuel flow-meter frequency output was connected dircctly to an HP 532SA fn:quency 
The pressures were recorded lIsing a Seanivalve ZOC-14 scanning systcm 
controlled by the HP9000 Scries 300 workstation. Calibration of the ZOC was provided 
by the CALSYS 2000 calibration standard. A comprehensive guide 10 the system is 
givcn by Wcndland (Ref. IS] 
Figure 17 Data Acquisition System Schematic 
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Figure 18 Data Acquisition Sysiem 
Program "SCAN _ZOC_OS" was originally developed by Wendland to take 
pressure measurements from mUl tiple ZOC 's [Ref. 15]. This original program was 
modified in the present work (to "SCAN_ZOC_08_A") to "address" and collect 
samples from the HP-IB devices previously mentioned rhe modifications to thc 
program are given in Appendix C 
E. PROGRAM OF TESTS AND DATA OBTAINED 
First, to verify the operation of the engine and to ensure that all measurement.'; 
were obtairted correctly, sevcral preliminary engine test runs were conducted. The 
enginc was operated fo r a series of7 runs for a total span of 42 minutes. Secondly, a 
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series of 10 runs was performed at fixed compressor pressure levels to obtain 
performance data for the engine. In the second series, at eaeh pressure setting, 3 to 8 
data samples were taken at 3D-second inten-·als over a 6 to 9 minute run. Because the 
(expected) RPM was given by the manufacturer al each tenth of a bar (Table 4), these 
particular pressures were used a~ set-points in the periomJance tests. The individual 
measurements obtained from multiple samples at fixed values of compressor pressure 
(throttle setting) are shown plotted in Figures 19 through 23 . Each measurement will be 
discussed in tum in the following paragraphs. Thc multiple samples at each pressure 
setting were averaged in order 10 calculate the engine performance parameters given in 
the following section. 
1. Air Flow Rate 
Air flow-rate measurements are shown in Figure 19. Because of the hig.h-speed 
sampling rate of the zoe system, each ofthc tour prcssures from the bellmouth (and 
all other pressures) were sampled five times. This entire sampling sequence took less 
than one second. \Vhen the pressure data were reduced, the five sampks for each port 
were averaged and then the four ports were averaged to get one throat static pressure for 
each (30 second) samplc interval. This pressure was used in Equation I to calculate the 
flow ratc. The data in Figure 19 show that at some pressure settings (1.15 bars), the 
repeatability from samplc to sample was better than 1%. Thc largest total variation 
(15%) occurred at a setting of 0.7 bars. \Vhat was clear however, was that the variation 
occurred over time, from sample-to-sample and did not indicate lack of resolutlon in 
the measurements. 
2. Fuel Flow Rate 
Fuel flow-rale measurements are shown in Figure 20. Fuel (low rate as 
mea.~UIed by the fuel flow-meter proved to he the most erratic measurement. ·n le 
probable explanation for this was that two-phase flow occurred in the fuclline ~nd flow 
]5 
Mass Flow · Air Sensitivity I 
Figure 19 Air Mass Flow Measurements 





i Fuel Flow Sensitivity I 
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Figure 20 Fuel Flow Measurements 
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meter while operating the engine at the lower speeds. "'\Ollmtil the engine ran :It its 
design RY\,1 did thr: fuel Dow-rate measurement appear to stahilize. However. some 
gas was always prescnt in thr: fud line 
3. [brust 
The thrust measurcmr:nts arc shown in Figure 21 The thrust proy~d to be the 
most slable of all the measurements. The behavior at the 0.7 bars pressure settillgs was 
the resul t ofa manual throttle adjustment that was made a1'(I:r observing the pre~sure 
"crr:eping" autonomously during this particular nul. This "creeping" would u:;ually 
settle oUl afl~r the engine was allowed to stabilize for a short period. prior to w lkcting 
the data 
4. Exit Stagnation Pressure 
The exit stagnation pressure measurements arc shown in Figure 22. The: 
rr:adings proved to be reasonably stable. These pressures were consistent with high 
sper:u. but not trdOSOnlC flows. It is noted however that the prahl: was not at the nozzle 
exit plane hut approximately 3 nozzle diameters dovr'TIstream. Again. as with the thrust 
measurement at 0.7 bars, the pressure showed a steady rise and thell dropped 01[[0 
stabilize. The explanation for this behavior is the same as was given for the thrust 
measurement. 
5. Exit Stagnation Temperatnre 
Temperature measurement samples taken at each pressure (RPM) settim; wen: 
very stahle and consequently, in the plot of the mea~urements in Figure 23 , each point is 
the av~rag~ of all the samples taken at the indicated setting. Thus the variation in exit 
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Figure 22 Exit Total Pressure Measurements 
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Figure 23 Exit Tolal Temperature Measurements 
F. ENGINE PERFORMANCE 
The calculated performance parameters for the engine (based on the average 
values ufthe samples taken at each pressure selting) are given in Table 5. The data 
collected at the design speed ofthe engine were in reasonable agreement with the 
specifications given by the manufacturer of the JPX-240. The SFC oflhe engine at 
design speed was measured to be approximately 10 % lower than the 1.806 IhmllbtZbr 
specified. The data arc shown plotted in Figure 24. As expectt:d for a gas turbine 
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Table 5 .JPX-240 Test Results 
I JPX·24Q TURBOJET I 
.115,000 RPM 
.110,000 RPM 
, 105,000 RPM 
102,000 RPM·. 95,000 RPM 
92,000 RPM •• 83,000 RPM 
2 .5 ~ 
2.26 
79,000 RPM· 65,000 RPM 
49,000 RPM 
200 2 50 3 00 
I SFC (Ibllbf-hr) I 
Figure 24 Engine T cst Results 
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v. CODE SIMULATION OF MEASURED PERFORMAI~CE 
The test program results for the des ign speed of 115,000 RPM \ ... ere entered into 
Gasturb under the conditions thllt existed during the test, as shown in Table 6. 
A.mbicnt Pressure (Pto) 
14.78 psi 
Ambient Temperature (Tto) 
520.76 R 
Table 6 Test Conditions 
Gasrurb required pressure ratio across the compressor and the losses across the 
stationary engine components to be input. The losses were not measured in the conduct 
of the tests, thus, the values had to be estimated. Because thl:re was very little data on 
microturbines, refl:cences for larger engines wefe consulted. Aircraft Engine Design 
l Ref. 10] provided cstimall;.':S lor component losses in high performance engines . The 
compressor pressure r<llio was provided by the engine manufacturer. The prescribed 
input values arc given in Tabk 7. The remaining parameters required as inputs wne 
burner exit temperature, compressor efficiency and turbine efficiency. 
Table 7 Required Pressure R atio luputs 
In successive cycle calculations, the values ofthese three parameters were 
adjusted systematically tultil thc code output matched the experimental results 3 S 
4 1 
elosely as possible. '!lIe best match was obtained with the values given in Table 8, and 
the results are given in Table 9. TIle code reproduced thc mcasured behavior reasonably 
well considering the nwnber of estimates that had to be made. Thc code-predicted 
valucs departcd by as little as 3% to 4% from the mea<;urements for all parameters that 
were compared. 
Burner Ex.it Temperature(Tt4) Compressor Efficiency (l]c) 
1685R 0.72 
Turbine Efficiency (T]t) 
0.75 
Table 8 Iterated Pardmeters and Final Values 
11 is important to note that the exit temperature and pressure were taken at a 
fixed , single point. To properly evaluate the exit stagnation pressure and subsequently 
the exit velocity, the nozzle exit plane must be traversed and the measuremenl~ 
integrated and mass averaged. The stagnation pressure win then likely be closer to the 
code result. Sincc the probe was on the exhaust center-line, the single measurement 
would likely be larger than the mass-averaged value at the exit. This is supported by a 
comparison of the thrust that was measured and the thrust that was calculated asswning 
that thc flow at the nozzle exit was unifonn at the measured values of stagnation 
pressurc and temperature, and with static pressure equal to ambient 
With these asswnptions, the exit Mach nwnber was calculated to he 0.57, the 
exit temperature was 1439° R and the exi t-plane velocity (Ve) was 1096 ftlsec . The 
thrust IT=(mo + mr) Vel was then calculated to be 1O.361bf. fhis value exceeded the 
mea<;urement by almost 15 % 
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~ EXPERIMENT CODE 
I Pto(psi) 14.78 14,78+ 
Tlo(R) 520.67 520.67 • 
m(lbm/sec) .300 JOO .. 
mf(lbmlsec) .0041 0043 
Thrust Obi) 9.04 9.16 
S FC (lbm/lhtJ'hr) 1.623 1.674 
Specific Thrust 30.13 30.53 
(lbfllhm/sec) 
ExilPressure, Pt9(psi) ]8.33 17.72 
Exit Temp, TI9 (deg F) 1070 1070.S 
.. Specified Values 
Table 9 Performance Comp:;lrIson 
4J 
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VI. CODE PREDICTION OF TURBOPROP PERFORMANCE 
As discussed in Section II, the turboprop provides a greater propulsive 
efficiency than the turbojet at lower flight speeds. To arrive at an equivalent 
horsepower for the lPX-240 that could be de livered to a gearbox and propeller, data 
from the turbojet cydc simulation were used as input to Gaslurb as shown Table I D. A 
power turbine wheel (speed Np) was added to the cycle with an efficiency equivalent to 
that of the gas gcncHltor turbine wheel (speed Ng). The only additional parameter that 
Gasturb allowed to be varied was the exhaust-nozzle exit pressure, which was input as a 
pressure ratio . The c loser the pressure ratio was to wlity, the greater was the sh..tfi-
power ou tput of the power turbine. 
Turbine Exit Total Pressure 
Pt4a 
I 
Turbine exit T?tal Temperature 
114a 
I
T urbine Efficicm;y 
", I compreSS~oEflicieney 








Table 10 Performance Code Input 
Sinee the code would not allow an exit pressure ratio of unity, a value o f 1.001 
was chosen. which resulted in a small residual thrust 
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The n:sults arc shown in Tabk II. The BSFC is seen to be quite high. 
However, tht: 5 horsepowt:r delivered from the power turbine still must go through a 
gearbox to power the propelkr, and inefficiencies will degrade the perfonnance 
A gearbox for such a small engine, to reduce the RPM from such high values would be 
relatively heavy. and this would reduce the overall specific weight (hp/lb) oftbe 
engine. 
Shaft Horsepower Delivered to Gearbox 5 hp 
PWSD 
Brakt: Specific Fuel Consumption 2.S7 
BSFC Ibmlhp-hr 
Residual Thrust O.661bf 
FN 
Table 11 Performance Code Output 
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VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A. CONCLUSIONS 
A survey of existing full- and small-scale engines was conducted to detemlint: 
the relative perfonnances of different engine types, and their potential suitability for use 
in unmanned aerial vehicles. Spark ignition engines were found 10 dominate in 
applications requiring kss ilian 400 horsepower. Relatively few turbojet engines weTC 
fOlmd \vilh thrust lcvds below 700 lbs, allhough small gas-turbines have been the focus 
recently of DoD research and development efforts as a result of the UAV mission 
An engine rest rig was designed and huilt to evaluate the JPX-240 microturbine. 
The engine was successfully operated and data were collected over a range of engine 
RPM. The measured engine perfonnance gencmlly agreed \\-ith the manufacttrrer's 
specifications 
The engine perfonnance code, Gastllrh, modeled the microturbine cycle v,ith 
reasonable results. Gasturb provcd to be thc best of thrce available codes to model the 
JPX cycle. The engine cycle perfonnance code, Thermoware, demonstrated the 
increase in thennal efficiency gain through regenerative cycles. The grcatest bencflt of 
regeneration process was realized at the 10wI;.":r cycle pressure ratios and wa~ seen to drop 
off with an increase in cycle pressure ratio and turbinc inkt temperature. 
Using test data for the IPX-240 obtained at the design RPM of 115,000, a codc 
simulation was conducted, using estimated values of the efficiencies of the compressor 
and turbine, and of the combustion chamber exit temperature. The component 
efficiencies were critical to detennining the feasibil ity of developing microturbines for 
UAVapplications. "Ine seleckd values were consistent with the levels oflosses 
expected due to the adverse aerodynamic effects from reducing scale. 
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A turboprop simulation was evaluated by adding a power or 'free' turbine to the 
cycle with comparable losses to those established for the gas turbine. The shaft-power 
delivcred was estimated to be 5 horsepower at a relatively high BSFC of2.87IbmJhp-
hr. In addition to lowcr fue l consumption, the two-cycle cngines available from most 
aircrati: model companies give greater powcr-to-weight ratios for the same horsepower 
specified in the engine simulation. 
B. RECOMMENDATIONS 
All measurcments taken from thc IPX-240 to datc were cxternal to the motor 
To obtain a more certain simulation of the small-engine cycle, combustion chamber 
temperature and pressure measurements should be takcn 
The temperature and pressure taken at the exhaust nozzle exit were center-linc 
values only. To accurately obtain the average temperature and pressure at the nozzle 
exit, a tra .... erse of the exhaust flow must be made and the results mass-averaged 
The mass flow coefficient obtained from Reference 14 was close to unity. 
Calibration of the hellmouth with respect to a flat plate orificc would help verify the 
ASME design. 
Thc fuel-flow strain-gage beam was constructed to facilitate the calibration of 
the fuel-flow meter; however, because the fue l flow was two-phase, the flow-meter 
pro .... ided inaccurate results. To obtain accurate measurements through the flow-meter , 
the two-phase flow of the propane must be maintained purely at the liquid state as 
required by the flow-meter specifications. A first step to correct this situation would be 
to keep the aluminum fuel tank fully pressurized at its initial state throughout the 
operation of the engine. This could be done by attaching a high pressure gas line to the 
release valve located at approximately the center ofthc tanlc As the propane is released 
to thc engine from the outlet end of the tank, it would remain in its liquid state as the 
volume of liquid propam: decreases during the operation of the engine. 
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APPENDIX A. TEST RIC DRAWINGS 
BELLMOUTH ASSEMBLY 
NcI&1 . 1I1 6SSTUBE1 1fJ.LONG 
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APPENDIXH. DATA REDUCTION 






0.000055 0.335 0.000049 0.301 
0.000248 1.52 0.000277 171 
0.000308 1,88 0.000317 1.94 
0,000405 2.48 0.000388 2.39 
0.000479 2.94 0.000495 3,04 
0.000565 3.47 
y ~ 6146.5. · 0. 0061 
l ~ "' co'" 
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APPENDIX Hl. STRAIN GAGE CALIBRATION 




'""'" "" 0.000202 0.000275 0.661 
0.000916 3.16 0.000562 1.66 
0.001624 5.66 0.000988 
0.002332 8.16 0.001271 4.16 
0.003073 10.66 0.001699 5.66 
13.16 0.002402 
18.16 0.003107 
I Calibration - Thrust beam I 
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APPENDIX H2. THRUST BEAM CALIBRATION 
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APPRNDIX C. ACQllISITlON PROGRAM MO[)JFlCATlON~ 
START THE DATA "C\;UISITTON LOO~ TO TJ\KE SAAP1.ES FRO>! 
THE l'rtR,-,,;T 3EAM, FUg:.. FLeW ><1::1'£", FTJ~" ~LCW t-"LIB NYl"CR 
A..'<D TEMP/PRESSURE PROBE 
,2)0 PRI"'" !Cu.., ~ i , ; TAB (l O);Run 
55 
.610 OUTI'':.''!' @Dacu : AC$~ldS 
2HO ASSICN <IODcr 10 • 
2B50 ASSIcr; litD"", TO • 
lB oO ~>'sSIGN ~~g~~ TO • 
I'lUN'T 'C~llecting r a w ""llnclllth pre~~ure, ex~t. ThrU3~ ~ml H data ' 
n90 Count ~S arn?1 ~_numbcr·'2 
, Set Co\:..,t "~ function of s .. mple m.:mbcr la.'ld 
flUl,..t:er of po r" "e ~ d~n'l5 (J :llor. ~oc for ;caw d~ta 
56 
JOOO l'OR ~oc_ca S"' l TO Zoc_ nulI\b@r , collect n ", d au . n.duee date and 
SRLECT ZOC_C ~H , and Sco r e reduc~ dat~ on hard drive 
57 
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APPENDIX D. ENGINE TEST DATA 
Engine p,essu,e1 .025bars 
JPX - 240 lEST RUN 11'1 DATA- 5 MAY 
, ~, 
S~mple Pamb-Ps Pamb·Ps l amb Pamb R 











147553,3 0.026 0,266 
-O.Z96 K7553.3 0.026 
-0.296 
·0 ,147 53.3 0,026 
-0,321 63.3 0,026 
~, 0.026 
-0.321 ~, 0.026 0,276 
-0263 14.75 0.250 








·0.326 0 160 52 1 










E",. ine Run #2 -23 MAY 1\196 
Run" 
Portjt Sampje PreS5~'" ,- Tame Pamb , 
" 
~w 






~" 53,3 0,026 0205 0995 
0,037 0,134 0,995 
0,094 
~" 0.271 
-{) ,351 ,,, m 0.289 0.29' 




0,153 53.3 0.026 0191 0,995 











533 O .O~ 




-{),35, 0026 0.289 0.291 




0.159 ,,, 53.3 
0,079 533 0.196 
·0.324 0.1 59 0.279 
-0 ,215 
~, 0.026 0258 
·0176 
"" 




0172 0, 173 
0.205 
"". 0,026 
533 0.244 0245 
0.094 
"" 





0 1.(0 0,026 
0205 0.026 
0,253 0995 0.255 
0,300 0995 0.302 
"" 






533 0026 0.995 




~, 0.026 0,289 0995 





I' " 1 1,0 7.6 ~ 1.0 
JPX Run MAY 27 
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TotaIT=p ~ "'~~ 
(.,hauotl 






'" 0.69 0,14 
0,0011 0.651 








0,0018 0025 0.141 
" 
2.17 0.0016 0022 0132 0.48 
,. 1.65 0023 1,30 'M 
1.i9 0023 11 2 
173 
3.51 0.029 0194 
" 




0 0028 0.039 0,247 
0,236 
0.040 0,221 1.9i 













0,0036 0,051 0 ,287 













'" 0.0032 0,045 
" 
3.06 





0.0035 0.049 3.02 
























0004 1 0057 6.26 
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